
The OMNIPOTENT and OMNISCIENT Creator #6 - Outline 

GENERAL INTRO TO CREATION 

a. Why did God create the world?   

 

b. Was it because he lacked something or wanted company?   

 

 

 “ Twentieth Century Christianity has put God on charity. So lofty is our opinion of ourselves that we 

find it quite easy, not to say enjoyable, to believe that we are necessary to God. But the truth is that 

God is not greater for our being, nor would He be less if we did not exist. That we do exist is 

altogether of God's free determination, not by our desert nor by divine necessity.”  AW Tozer  

 

a. GOD IS THE UNCAUSED FIRST CAUSE! 

 

 Revelation 4:11 

 

 Romans 11:  
  

CHAPTER 4; Paragraph 1. In the beginning it pleased God the 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, for the manifestation of the glory of His 
eternal power, wisdom, and goodness, to create or make the world, 
and all things therein, whether visible or invisible, in the space of six days, 
and all very good.  

 

EVOLUTIONARY CONNECTION:   

  Syllogism:   

God’s Holiness and Truth brings God glory! 

     Evolution contradicts God’s Holiness and Truth 

      Therefore, evolution does not bring God Glory! 

 

a. Definition of all-powerful – (omnipotent) – having infinite or unlimited power (NEVER 

RUNS DRY OR NEEDS TO BE RECHARGED). He can do all things, nothing can hinder Him,  

however all that He does is in agreement with His most holy, righteous, and loving nature.   

i. Jeremiah 32:17  

 

God spoke things into existence.  (Miracle not natural)  

i. 2 Corinthians 5:17 

 

 

 



Evolutionary Objection:  “See God could have used evolution, nothing is too hard for him”.   

 

Does evolution have power to create?  --to BRING INTO BEING 

Evolutionists believe so,  

 

"Time is, in fact, the hero of the plot... given so much time the 'impossible' becomes possible, the 

possible probable and the probable virtually certain. One has only to wait: time itself performs 

miracles." George Wald, "The Origin of Life," Physics and Chemistry of Life, 1955, p. 12. 

 

Given enough time and enough accumulated changes, natural selection can create entirely new 

species, known as "macroevolution." It can turn dinosaurs into birds, amphibious mammals into 

whales and the ancestors of apes into humans. Ker Than http://www.livescience.com/474-

controversy-evolution-works.html 

 

Romans 1:25 

“The majority of scientists-the evolutionists-rely on a minority of relevant data. Yet a minority of 

scientists-the creationists-use the majority of the relevant data. Adding to the irony is the public's 

wrong impression that it is the other way around......     Most scientists believe the earth is old 

because they believe most other scientists believe the earth is old!” Russell Humphreys, Ph.D 

 

 
ii. Isaiah 46:9-10  

 
iii.  Psalm 115:3 

 

 

 

b. Definition of all-knowing (omniscience)-  omni – sciens (all knowing) – possessing all 

knowledge.  It is a perfect knowledge of all things past, present, and future – immediately, 

effortlessly, and simultaneously and exhaustively.   

 

Psalm 139:1-4  

Isaiah 44:6 

 

SUMMARY: Suggesting that God used evolution strips God of His omnipotence and deprives Him of 

His omniscience.  It is a Position that is entirely unsupported in Scripture.  
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